
We’re driven to succeed. 
Now it’s your turn.

A global leader in  
the air quality industry 
since 1972

®

Are you looking for an opportunity to use your 
talents working with a leader in the fields of air 
quality and energy efficiency measurements? 
CleanAir Engineering is seeking to expand 
our team of professionals in a wide range of 
specialized roles. We are currently recruiting 
individuals who are ready to begin or refocus 
their careers. 

We invite driven individuals with majors in the 
areas of engineering, science, environmental, 
and math degrees to join our highly motivated 
team of men and women from all over the world. 
These full-time positions offer job security, 
competitive compensation packages, world-wide 
travel opportunities, and the chance to launch a 
successful career. 

CleanAir Engineering is a company that is 
committed to promoting green business 
practices. We passionately support the 
ideals and requirements of maintaining the 
sustainability of our natural environment. We 
are dedicated to resource management and 
minimizing the effects of pollution. We are 
driven to provide the highest quality products 
and services in the industry to meet these goals. 

It’s your turn to get ahead. Join the CleanAir 
Engineering team today and find a world of 
opportunity awaiting you. If you are interested  
in applying for employment or in finding out 
more about our company, its history, vision,  
and services, please visit our web site at  
cleanair.com.

The Road  
to Success  
Begins Here.



Occupational Roles
Examples of specific occupational roles that 
our employees fulfill include:
n Field Engineers and Technicians

n Chemists

n Field Leaders

n Project Managers

Job Requirements
n  Engineering/science degree from accredited 

college or university

n  Extensive travel (2-3 weeks per month)

n  Schedule flexibility

n  Ability to work in a variety of industrial 
environments

n  Excellent leadership abilities

n  Strong problem solving, troubleshooting, 
and mathematical skills

n  Positive attitude and stellar work ethic

Company Benefits
n  Medical insurance program

n  Profit-sharing bonus program

n  Stock purchase available

n  401(k) with company matching

n  Generous vacation packages including paid 
holidays

Field Engineers and Technicians
Field engineers and technicians work at job sites 
throughout the world. You will be trained in state-of-the-
art measurement technologies, instrument maintenance, 
industrial process knowledge and, most importantly, 
field safety. You will learn how to apply your knowledge 
in challenging field settings and develop a broad base 
of measurement knowledge quickly through hands-on 
applications in a variety of industries. The rigors of field 
work will give you the experience and confidence you 
need to ultimately supervise work crews and manage 
entire projects.

Chemists
Our chemists work both in the field and at our in-house 
laboratories to support our measurement businesses. 
As a CleanAir chemist, your analytical skills will be 
challenged and honed in a variety of disciplines, 
ranging from standard wet chemistry techniques to gas 
chromatography and spectroscopic methods.

Field Leaders
Our Field Leaders make sure that the job gets done safely 
and correctly no matter where the project takes them. 
You are CleanAir’s face to the client, supervisor to the 
field crew, communicator to home base, and first line in 
quality assurance. Your job is to ensure that all aspects of 
the project scope are fulfilled, while achieving the highest 
level of safety, data quality, and work integrity.

Project Managers
A CleanAir Project Manager “owns” their projects, and 
ensures that every CleanAir project is successful from 
start to finish. They will use a combination of business, 
technical, and people skills to do this. They must 
communicate well and be able to juggle multiple priorities 
simultaneously. Our project managers understand the 
customer’s needs and focus their efforts on meeting or 
exceeding their expectations. 

A World of Opportunity Awaits You.

®



The Company
Clean Air Engineering started in 1972 with a 
vision to provide the highest quality goods 
and services to our clients by using innovative 
technology and experienced professionals 
to not only identify problems, but to find the 
best solutions. 

CleanAir has held steadfast to this vision 
for more than 40 years. At CleanAir, each 
employee is a vital member of a team that 
strives for excellence in everything we do. 

CleanAir takes pride in the expertise of our 
employees. That is why we hire only the 
best individuals to fill a variety of important 
job functions. We trust that each employee 
upholds the CleanAir vision by delivering the 
highest value to our clients in all aspects of 
our business. 

CleanAir is an integrated collection of 
comprehensive technical and consulting 
services that has earned our company a 
distinguished reputation as a leader in 
measurements related to air quality and 
energy conservation. Our services include:  

n Air Pollution Testing and Monitoring

n Environmental Consulting

n Thermal Energy Efficiency Testing

n Pollution Control Equipment Evaluation

n  Gas Measurement Equipment (Sales, Rental, 
Calibration & Repair)

n Analytical Services

“Our aim is to 
be recognized, 
worldwide, 
for providing 
the highest 
value products 
and services 
in support 
of global 
sustainability.”

CleanAir Offices
Palatine, Illinois
+1 847 991 3300 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania +1 412 787 9130

Houston, Texas +1 281 443 6941

Powell, Tennessee +1 865 938 7555

Marseille, France +33 (0) 4 91 87 82 10

Saudi Arabia, Jubail +966 (0) 3 341 9355

www.cleanair.com contact@cleanair.com
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